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Pc≤15kW

Endesa Energía SAU

The variations that occur in the regulated components that are applicable to it, as well as new ones that may appear, will be transferred
to the customer, both upwards and downwards. For this purpose, the consumption profile P1=28%, P2=26% and P3=46% for Pc 15kW
and P1=12%, P2=14%, P3=13%, P4=14%, P5=5% and P6=42% for Pc>15kW will be considered. Likewise, the terms of power and
energy may be updated, every 1 January, with the value of the real CPI (Last National Annual Annual Consumer Price Index officially
published at the time of the update)

Any other charges that the distributor may make as reactive energy, excess power, rental of measuring equipment, rights, etc., will also
be transferred to the customer.

The discounts indicated only affect the energy consumed (or the energy consumed at the indicated time, if specified).

For power, the time periods will correspond to those of your access tariff.

Electricity shall be billed according to the consumption as indicated by the distribution company pursuant to the hourly curve load. If this
curve is not available at the time of billing for the electricity, this shall be distributed hourly by the distribution company using the
estimated consumption pursuant to the official public consumption profile published by Red Eléctrica de España (www.ree.es) for the
relevant access tariff. You can check the curve applied to each invoice at www.endesaclientes.com.

The customer can change the option at any time and will affect the entire billing cycle in progress and following.

For billing on paper, the periodicity will be every two months. For electronic invoicing the customer can choose between monthly and
every two months (by default monthly, unless the supply was already in Endesa, in which case the previous periodicity will be respected).
The periodicity will always be monthly for invoicing by maximeter.

This offer requires the hiring through the web or App of Endesa and having an electric invoice.

The regulated cost associated with the financing mechanism of the social rate will be added to the prices: Fixed cost per customer
(commercialization) of 0,03845461€/day (Peninsula and Balearic Islands: 0,04057923€/day taxes included for powers lower than
10kW and, for the rest of cases, 0,04676273€/day taxes included; Canary Islands: 0,03864689€/day taxes included for powers
lower than 10kW and domestic customer and, for the rest of cases, 0,03980629€/day taxes included; Ceuta and Melilla:
0,03903336€/day taxes included).

For peninsular supply points, the regulated cost of financing the gas ceiling established in RDL 10/2022 will also be added to the
electricity prices. This measure approved by the Government establishes a cap on the cost of gas that is applied to the generation of
electricity, and among other aspects, supposes an additional regulated cost to finance the measure itself. This regulated cost will be
included in the invoice under the concept "Cap cost of gas RDL 10/2022".

CustomerDate
Sign:
ID:

Pc = Power by contract. Prices without taxes. The electricity tax (0.5% or the minimum amount of 0.5 €/MWh or 1 €/MWh, as appropriate) will be
added. To the result, VAT (21% or 5% as appropriate) will be added, IGIC (Canarias: 0% or 3%, and 7% as appropriate) or IPSI (Ceuta and Melilla:
4% and 1% as appropriate). Applicable acces tariff: 2.0TD or 3.0TD. Type of customer: Residential, Business, Homeowners associations.
Document edit 11/05/2023. Offer applicable in contracts between 16/05/2023 and 31/05/2023.

Power term
€/kW month

Energy term
€/kWh

Tempo Open tariff adapts to your needs and the way you consume, giving you a significant
discount in the option by hours you choose.

24 hours a day,
365 days a year,

From 8h to 24h
every day.

24 hours on
Saturdays,
Sundays and

national holidays.

From 0h to 8h all
year round.

For one yearFrom 8h to 24h.
Monday to Friday
excluding national

holidays.

15% 20% 25% 45% 55%55% 7%
Flat-Rate Working Day Weekend NightDay

Choose in between five options: Additionally...:
Discounts.

Offer: ATELP230511

Prices
Prices excluding discounts.


